
NEXT LEVEL ASTROLOGY SYLLABUS 
With Danielle Mercurio 

Recommended: 

✦ Dedicated Notebook for course notes, musings, tracking the planets and reading charts

✦ Purchasing The New American Ephemeris for the 21st Century - you can also find a free 

digital version at astro.com

✦ Fill out Student Insight Form


Timeline: 

Course opens on September 1st.  The first group call will be the week of September 6th - call 
dates are listed by each module below.


Zoom meetings will be held a week after the Module is uploaded for group exploration and 
Q&A discussion.


Part One: 
Releases 9/1 
Group Call 9/9 at 7pm EST 

Redefining the Zodiac and The Celestial Bodies

✦ Creating Your Own Archetypes of the Signs

✦ The Purpose of the Planets + The Governing Signs

✦ Connecting the Signs with Planets on your birth chart

✦ Deeper meaning of the Nodes and why you can’t ignore them

✦ Easy ways to break down your birth chart and knowing where to start


Part Two: 
Releases 9/14 
Group Call 9/20 at 7pm EST 

Journey through the Houses + Understanding the transits:

✦ How the Houses mirror the Human experience + using them as a road map for patterns 

and individual themes

✦ Working with Retrogrades and Eclipses

✦ Using the Moon phases for personal + collective intel

✦ Piecing together the layers of the signs, planets + houses and start connecting the 

cosmic dots


https://amzn.to/31fPZ7G
http://astro.com


Part Three: 
Releases 9/24 
Group Call 10/5 at 7pm EST 

Digging into the deeper relationships of the cosmos + the framework of forecasting

✦ The planetary aspects and why the degrees give even more meaning

✦ The simple way to write horoscopes + memes/online content

✦ Creating Astrology Forecasts + spotting important trends


Part Four: 
Releases 10/11 
Group Call 10/20 8pm EST 

Full Moon Ceremony:

✦ How to conduct a Moon gathering + create your own rituals

✦ Ways to share about the Moon phases online to your community

✦ Students will all participate in sharing insights on this transit and offer what it means to 

them to showcase what we’ve learned


Part Five: 
Releases 10/25 
Group Call 11/3 7pm EST 

Enhancing your Intuitive connection to the Cosmos + Reading Charts:

✦ Learn the intuitive framework of Astrology bridging together the messages you receive 

with the charts

✦ Understanding the evolutionary pieces of Astrology + how it relates to the Aquarian Age

✦ Best practices to start reading chart’s for other people

✦ Danielle will conduct a closing ceremony to complete the course and initiate students 

into the NEXT LEVEL of Astrology and elevation in their understandings + teachings 
going forward


You will receive any necessary work sheets or materials before live meetings.  All Zooms will be 
uploaded to the portal the following day.


Application process will be shared after all materials released if interested in joining the 
Astrologist referral team.


